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Lessons learned at the Purdue Writing Lab expand the meaning of
professionalization

Serkan Gorkemli

In “The Professionalization of Tutor Training,” Judy Gill defines
professionalization as “introducing prospective tutors to the professional
conversation” (1), which includes instruction in writing center theory featured in
the surveyed courses in the form of collections of essays that introduce
students to “the larger institutional, theoretical, and historical context in which
[the practice of] tutoring takes place” (3). In this article, we discuss two
important components of tutor training that seemingly do not fall within the
scope of professionalization Gill mentions in her article: 1) the use of tutors’
field-specific expertise during their training and 2) tutors’ preparation for
administrative positions and responsibilities. In our experience with one of the
undergraduate tutoring practicum courses offered by The Writing Lab at
Purdue, these two components helped our tutors-in-training professionalize as
both professional writing (PW) majors and prospective tutors entering the
writing center field. Hence, in our attempt to reconcile our experience at Purdue
with the definition Gill provides, we pose this question: Is there more than one
form of professionalization that students develop in our tutor-training courses?



Tammy Conard-Salvo

Considering Gill’s conclusion that professionalization is a continuing trend in
tutor training, this is an important question, and we believe that determining
and defining different types of professionalization of prospective tutors in tutor-
training courses, with a view toward their future careers, is crucial to the
discussion.[1] In attempting to answer this question in this article, we focus
upon one type of assignment popular in our tutor-training courses: creation of
materials for the use of the writing center staff–what we call “tutorial manuals”
and “collaborative administrative reports,” both of which are service-learning
projects in our tutoring practicum in business and professional writing. We
would like to call attention to how different dynamics of a local professional
space, such as our Writing Lab, give rise to different types of professionalization
through service-learning assignments; we believe these assignments offer us
new ways of thinking about professionalization and how our students can
contribute their expertise to, while simultaneously learning from, the local,
professional, and communal space in the writing center.

Professionalization and Service Learning: English 390B: Practicum in
Tutoring Business Writing

In the context of tutor-training courses, all writing centers are places of
professionalization and service learning for students who take such courses. On
the one hand, prospective students train to become tutors through such
activities as tutorial observations and mock tutorials; on the other hand, since
most tutors do more than just tutoring, they also generate materials in
response to such service-learning assignments as in our tutoring practicum in
business and professional writing at Purdue University, where students revise
an existing professional writing resource on The Online Writing Lab at
Purdue (OWL), which houses numerous print-based and multimedia resources
for classroom use and independent use, and create a PowerPoint presentation
to be used in the Writing Lab for student workshops and training. Because
these activities pertain to tutors' duties in our writing center, we call this local
professionalization. However, our tutors also participate in another form of
professionalization, originally defined by Gill as academic-community-based
professionalization: for example, they learn about theoretical debates in the
writing center community when proposing and presenting panels on tutoring
and the history of the Business Writing Program at regional and international
conferences (e.g., the East Central Writing Centers Association Conference
and the International Writing Centers Association Conference).



While all of our students went through local professionalization in the course
and were encouraged to go through academic-community-based
professionalization when they were hired as tutors, a recent change in our
hiring practices drew our attention to the possibility of another, “field-specific”
professionalization in tutor training that involved an interaction we explicitly
tried to foster between prospective tutors' disciplinary backgrounds and the
tutoring practices they were trained to undertake in the writing center. Before
going into detail about the field-specific professionalization, a brief history of
the Business Writing Consulting (BWC) Program at the Purdue Writing Lab
is in order.

The Purdue Writing Lab’s BWC service has traditionally served students who
need assistance with cover letters and resumes. The program began in
response to the increasing demands that resume tutorial requests were making
on graduate student tutors who tutor any writing project in any discipline.
Because so many students were requesting tutorials for resumes, the Writing
Lab began training and hiring undergraduates in English, Communications, and
Management to tutor employment documents.

[T]he new model includes new course projects that foster
multiple levels of professionalization.

Prospective Business Writing Consultants (BWCs) participate in a tutor-training
course prior to their consideration for employment in the Writing Lab. Early
iterations of the tutor-training course focused on general tutoring theory and
specific skills needed for tutoring resumes or cover letters; students also wrote
tutorial observation reports, conducted mock tutorials, revised an existing OWL
handout, and prepared an employment portfolio including a cover letter and a
resume. These activities focused primarily on local professionalization.[2]

During the 2003-2004 academic year, Writing Lab administrators began to look
for ways to expand this program beyond simple resume support, in particular to
provide assistance for students taking courses in the Professional Writing
(PW) program, which offers one of the undergraduate English majors at Purdue
University. Writing Lab staff began pursuing a relationship with the PW program
to increase the Writing Lab’s rhetorical and technological repertoire and provide
more effective writing support for students who take PW courses[3] and
students majoring in PW. Over the course of an academic year and a half, the
authors of this article (a former graduate tutor who also served as Business
Writing Coordinator and the Writing Lab Associate Director) laid the foundation
for the expansion of the BWC services, leading to a curricular change in the
BWC tutor-training course and inclusion of field-specific professionalization
activities for tutors-in-training.

The New Model: Professionalizing PW Majors/Prospective Tutors in
Business Writing

The new BWC training model differs from the previous one in two specific ways
relevant to our discussion of professionalization: prospective tutors are
primarily, though not exclusively, PW majors and use that expertise in their
tutoring roles; and the new model includes new course projects that foster
multiple levels of professionalization. Our decision to target PW majors in our
recruitment was motivated by our intention to initiate a collaborative
relationship with the PW program along with the belief that students’ discipline-
specific expertise best prepared them for tutoring professional writing[4] as



these prospective tutors were required to take one of several introductory
professional writing courses before applying for the tutor-training course. As
the Writing Lab began its collaboration with the PW program and worked to
meet the needs of students in PW courses, the discipline-specific knowledge of
the tutors-in-training would prove valuable to the Writing Lab as a whole.

Additionally, the new training course included two new service-learning
projects: tutorial manuals and collaborative administrative reports. The
following sections, with assignment descriptions taken from the course syllabus,
provide details about these assignments, including the purpose for each
document.

Tutorial Manual

The tutorial manuals were intended to familiarize prospective tutors with our
writing center by having them learn about existing tutor resources and develop
strategies for tutoring new types of documents, documents that our veteran
BWCs were not comfortable tutoring because they were unfamiliar with a
particular genre and needed additional background and training in tutoring
those documents (local professionalization). This activity also provided a venue
for students to contribute their expertise as PW majors (field-specific
professionalization) because they were introducing new document genres into
the Writing Lab and creating training materials that could be used in the future.

In learning how to respond to students with various business documents,
trainees prepared tutorial manuals, which introduced and explained how to
tutor business-writing documents, such as memos, recommendation reports,
and PowerPoint presentations. Students in the general Business Writing course
offered by the English department were assigned to write similar documents;
therefore, Writing Lab tutors-in-training considered each of these genres in
terms of purpose, audience, and other generic conventions, and the resultant
tutorial manuals they produced provided advice to their fellow tutors, many of
whom did not have any formal background in professional writing, on how to
address these documents in a writing center setting.

Collaborative Administrative Reports

In addition to learning how to tutor, our prospective tutors are also trained to
hold two undergraduate administrative positions: Assistant Coordinator and
Public Relations Coordinator. The rationale behind the collaborative
administrative reports was to prepare prospective tutors for these positions by
introducing them to the administrative issues that currently concerned the lab’s
directors and the BWC coordinator and staff, and thus prepare them for future
administrative tasks. While the administrative component we describe is not
essential to tutor training, we believe that it was useful in the context of our
own writing center and for helping our tutors develop a broader sense of
professionalization that was not limited to tutoring or other local
professionalization activities. These administrative positions have helped our
undergraduate BWCs reflect on their roles in the Writing Lab and gain an
introduction to a more complex understanding of how writing centers work.

[T]utor training as service learning draws attention to the nature
of writing centers as professionalizing instructional spaces
pregnant with pedagogical possibilities only imaginable through
new writing center training initiatives and collaborations.



Because of our desire to expand our tutors’ developing professionalization, one
of the authors (formerly, the graduate coordinator of the BWC program)
designed the “Collaborative Administrative Reports” to serve as
recommendation reports on publicity and professional writing resources in the
Purdue community, such as courses in professional writing in other
departments, and the Writing Lab BWC program’s publicity of professional
writing resources and services. As part of their research for these reports,
prospective tutors worked in pairs and conducted interviews with professional
writing instructors, surveyed business writing courses and materials both within
and outside the English department, and examined the Writing Lab’s business-
writing-related publicity materials and methods during the previous years.
These collaborations produced three reports: “Recommendation Report:
Extending the Purdue Writing Lab’s Business Writing Services to the General
Studies Program,” “Publicizing the Writing Lab to the Purdue Community,” and
“Recommendation Report: Communication between English 420 and the Purdue
University Writing Lab.”

Both tutorial manuals and collaborative administrative reports gave students
the opportunity to consider how to tutor professional writing assignments, as
well as a means of discovering and documenting professional-writing resources
on campus. But since the students were also PW majors, these assignments
also utilized their expertise in document design and report writing, allowing
them to practice their PW skills while building their resumes, leading to
discipline-specific (i.e., PW-related) professionalization.

Writing Centers as Instructional Spaces of Service-Learning-Based
Professionalization

Our discussion of tutor training so far reveals that three types of
professionalization take place in writing centers: local professionalization,
academic-community-based professionalization into the writing center field, and
field-specific professionalization. The field-specific, as well as local,
professionalization that our tutor-training course offers in the form of document
production (tutorial manuals) and administrative preparation (collaborative
administrative reports) drew our attention to the pedagogical importance of the
local context of the writing center with its staff as a professional space. It is this
professional space that enabled us to immerse PW majors-cum-prospective
tutors, who are both up-and-coming professionals in their own fields and
prospective tutors in our center, in the local community; this immersion through
service learning assignments provided them with opportunities to exercise their
discipline-specific expertise in the writing center context and develop skills that
will serve them in their future careers. Viewed simultaneously through the
lenses of the three types of professionalization–local, academic community
based, and field specific–which are inextricably linked to the influence of intra-
and extra-writing center contexts, tutor training as service learning draws
attention to the nature of writing centers as professionalizing instructional
spaces pregnant with pedagogical possibilities only imaginable through new
writing center training initiatives and collaborations.

Notes

[1] Considering its dictionary version, “the social process whereby people come
to engage in an activity for pay or as a means of livelihood” (dictionary.com),
the definition of professionalization by Gill above is narrow and hence excludes



other activities that are part and parcel of the “social process” of
professionalization in tutor training. We adopt the broader view of
professionalization and put emphasis on its nature as a social process here not
only to tease out and categorize the multiple activities that constitute its
different types, but also to broach the discussion about its benefits for tutors-
in-training who may or may not be hired as tutors after completing our training
course or, who even after they work as tutors, may or may not choose writing
center work as a career.

[2] For additional details about the original BWC program, see Harris, 1999.

[3] On average, the PW program offers 72 sections of its general elective,
English 420: Business Writing, and 20 sections of English 421: Technical Writing
during each academic year.

[4] While this article describes how our discipline-specific tutoring program is
professionalizing tutors-in-training for our Business Writing Consultant Program,
our focus is not on genre-based tutoring as a means in and of itself. For more
information on the genre-based tutoring debate, see Margot Soven’s
“Curriculum-Based Peer Tutors and WAC,” Irene Clark’s “Addressing Genre in
the Writing Center,” and Jacob Blumner’s “Authority and Initiation: Preparing
Students for Discipline-Specific Language Conventions,” among others.
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